The Case
Case 05: WHERE THE OLD SOULS GO by Quinn

Murphy

In Atunwa, death is just another experience, because no one truly
dies.
Many millennia from now, in a planet far from Earth, the descendants
of the first deep-space travellers built and now inhabit a living city.
The city grows and reacts in response to the needs and growth of
its citizens. Nanites fill the air the people breathe, for one purpose:
instantaneous soul transmigration for all who were born and die
within Atunwa.
The Old Souls, those who have lived and ruled for thousands of
years, pass their memories, experiences, and power from one form to
the next, guiding the city’s laws and growth as they see fit, until the
end of time.
But that was yesterday. Amoo Arimide was poisoned last week, and
his soul’s transmigration has yet to find a new host or prepared clone
to inhabit. He remains in his study, slumped over and inert. People
are scared to touch him -- “Is this a special disease?” -- but those in
the confused, frightened crowd have a more important question:
“Where do the Old Souls go when they die?”
No one knows.
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The City
Corrupted by: Technology
Yoruban pilgrims settled Atunwa’s mineral-rich planet during the
African space migration movement of 4036. Atunwa itself is built
from techno-organic material known as “spark,” which can sense and
react to all native-born Atunwans’ needs.
When the city senses overpopulation, it creates new settlements,
building spires ever higher, or burrowing more tunnel networks into
the earth. The nanite spark in the air captures the memories of all
inhabitants and finds them new bodies when they die, restoring all
memories and personality to the new form.
The problem with a city where no one truly dies is that nothing truly
changes.
Those who rule the city continue to rule with few real challenges.
Being able to carry the same connections, possessions, and
experience for hundreds to thousands of years creates a caste based
on age. The oldest rule because they always have ruled; the young
follow because they have always followed. There is no retirement and
no inheritance, so the young feel hopelessness since they can never
compete with the experience of people who have lived three lifetimes.
Atunwa is thus exploding with great expertise and knowledge, but
little innovation.
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The Districts
Downtown

♥

Titilayo
Skid Row

♣

The Depths

Titilayo (♥) - “Titilayo” means eternal happiness
in the Yoruban tongue. Those who trade and deal
with offworld tourism spend their time in the middle
spires and middle tunnels of Atunwa. Every day
there is a parade through the center of Titilayo, each
celebrating and expressing some facet of Atunwan
culture and history.
The Depths (♣) - In the deepest tunnel networks
you can find those who reject the age-based caste
system. They create and thrive within their own
circles but Atunwan society spurns their work.
Those who live more than one lifetime are cast out
and upwards so that new ideas can keep flowing.

The Barrens (♠) - Only the dispossessed, mad,
or completely disenfranchised live outside the city.
Sometimes spires pop up spontaneously, destroying
their ramshackle settlements. Iconoclasts are
stranded here, lifetime after lifetime, speaking
The Barrens heresies that no one will hear.
Outskirts

♠

Upper Crust The Spires(♦) - Hundreds of spires, each home
to an Old Soul and her family, vying for control
with all other spires. The spires are connected by
teleporters that only turn on for those with the right
brainwave signatures.
The Spires

♦

Cut along dotted lines and pin to the four corners of the board.
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The Players
♥ Hoon Pak

PRINCIPLE: “Show them how much one life can mean”
He started as simply a visiting off-world scientist doing research, but he soon
fell in love with the culture, science, and people of Atunwa. He’s married to
an Atunwan but fears that many don’t live sharply enough without the spectre
of death to push them. Hoon considered Amoo one of his best friends. The
pair chatted about sparks, religion, and life.

♦ Abioye Arimide

PRINCIPLE: “Ascend above the place provided me”
Newly reincarnated just a month ago, she is the youngest member of her
family at 130 years of age. She felt frustration that even with her skill, talent,
and experience in spark-programming that she must follow the orders of her
family’s Old Soul, Amoo. Now that he is dead, she feels conflict between her
sadness at his death and her excitement at finally having an opportunity to
push her ideas forward. Her family also now eyes her suspiciously...

♠ Ife Ladipo

PRINCIPLE: “Ease suffering at all costs”
Many people who live in the Barrens are stricken with debilitating infirmities
that follow them from lifetime to lifetime. Ife gathers supplies and donations
from across Atunwa and provides help to as many of these people as she can.
Amoo Arimide was one of her biggest donators.

♣ Olawumi Bakatole

PRINCIPLE: “Make dreams reality”
A spry 40 years old, Olawumi already has plans to make his mark on the
world. He ignores everyone around him who says how impossible it is for his
new art style to make an impact in the tradition-steeped Atunwan art world.
He simply creates new holosculpts every day. He has made some strong
connections with the Arimide family, and was supposed to have a meeting
with Amoo...
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The Victim
Amoo Arimide

An Old Soul spark programmer,
Amoo’s family was responsible for
many of the refinements taking place
in the city over the last century.
His slow but steady guidance of his
family’s work was pushing the city’s
nanites to even further evolution.
Rumors in Atunwa held that the
Arimide family was on the verge of
imbuing sparks with sentience.

Pin the victim to the center of the board. The other two leads are the scene of the
crime and an object found there. Pin them up in their respective districts. Keep these
starting leads separate from the other lead cards.
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The Leads
Cut out the leads on this and the following page, shuffle, and put them in an
envelope. The leads are laid out in such a way that you should be able to lay the
pages on top of each other and cut both sets out at once.
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